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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the required return on equity for a 
simple project with a finite life. To determine a project’s cost 
of equity, it is quite common to use Modigliani and Miller’s 
Proposition II (1963). However, if the assumptions of MM do 
not hold, Proposition II will lead to wrong required returns and 
project values. This paper gives an example of how the cost of 
equity should be determined in order to obtain correct valua-
tions. The methods we apply are the Adjusted Present Value 
method, the Cash Flow to Equity method and the WACC me-
thod.
Keywords:  Proposition  II,  net  present  value,  APV,  CFE, 
WACC.
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Tres métodos de descuento para valuar proyectos y la tasa requerida de ren-
dimiento para el capital accionario
Resumen
En este artículo analizamos el rendimiento requerido para el capital accionario en un pro-
yecto simple con vida finita. Es muy común el uso de la Proposición II de Modigliani y 
Miller (1963) para determinar el costo del capital accionario de un proyecto. No obstante, 
si los supuestos de MM no se mantienen, la Proposición II llevará a rendimientos requeri-
dos y valores del proyecto erróneos. Este trabajo brinda un ejemplo de cómo el costo del 
capital accionario puede determinarse de forma que se obtengan valuaciones correctas. 
Los métodos que aplicamos son el del Valor Presente Ajustado, el del Flujo de Efectivo a 
Capital y el método del CPPC.   
Palabras clave:  proposición II, valor presente neto, APV, CFE, CPPC
Clasificación JEL: G12; G31; G32; H43
Introduction
The value of a project can be calculated using the ‘Adjusted Present Value’ (APV) 
method, the ‘Cash Flow to Equity’ (CFE) method and the ‘Weighted Average Cost 
of Capital’ (WACC) method. According to the APV-method the value of a project 
equals the present value of the expected cash flows as if the project is all equity 
financed plus the present value of the tax shields (PVTS) due to debt financing.1 
The CFE-method discounts the after-tax cash flows to the equity holders at the cost 
of equity. The WACC-method discounts the after-tax cash flows at the weighted 
average cost of equity (E) and debt (D). Two versions of the WACC-method can 
be identified. The first version calculates the after-tax cash flows as if the project is 
all equity financed (‘Free Cash Flows’ or ‘FCFs’. The advantage of debt financing 
is expressed in a lower discount rate. The second version, as presented by Ruback 
et al. (2002) discounts the expected after-tax cash flows (‘Cash Flows to Capital’ 
or ‘CFC’s) at a weighted average cost without taking the tax advantage of debt 
financing into account.
1Since interest payments reduce taxable income. We ignore the value of other ‘side effects’.Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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In this paper we focus on the valuation of a fictitious project with a finite life. We 
apply the APV-method, the CFE-method and the WACC-method. The project is 
financed with both E and D. The cost of equity (rE), which needs to be determi-
ned in the last two methods, depends on both the business risk and the financial 
risk. The higher a project’s degree of leverage, the higher the financial risk for the 
equity holders. Often, in calculating rE, Modigliani and Miller’s ‘proposition II’ 
is applied. Miller and Modigliani’s well-known ‘proposition II’ states that (1963, 
equation 12c, p. 439):
                                                  ,                           (MM II)
where rU is the cost of equity assuming 100% equity financing,2    equals the cor-
porate tax rate, rD
3 equals the cost of debt and E and D denote the market values of 
equity and debt. Important assumptions used by MM in their derivation are that tax 
savings are discounted at rD, debt is perpetual and the expected cash flows are per-
petual with a growth rate of zero. However, the cash flows of our fictitious project 
are not perpetual and its leverage is not constant over time, such that application 
of MM II would lead to incorrect required returns which would result in incorrect 
project values. When valuing projects (and companies) this is often overlooked 
or ignored for simplicity reasons. This paper pursues an alternative approach for 
the determination of rE, considering finite projects and a predetermined amount of 
debt (see Inselbag and Kaufold, 19974). The suggested approach leads to valua-
tions that yield the same results with all of the three valuation methods. Given the 
assumptions, these valuations are correct and consistent. When applying MM II to 
the project, this is (unfortunately) not the case.
This introduction is the first section. Section two presents the project. Section three 
determines the value of the project using the APV-, CFE-, and WACC-method. 
Section four gives a brief overview of the existing literature on the valuation of the 
tax shield and the discount rate of the tax shield in particular. This discount rate 
partially determines rE. Finally, section five provides a summary.
2rU is determined by the business risk of the project; a higher business risk implies a higher rU.
3rD is the risk free interest rate in MM1963.
4Inselbag and Kaufold (1997) value a fictitious firm with infinite cash flows instead of a finite project as we do.Marc B.J. Schauten
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Project X
The project to be valued, project X, requires an initial investment of € 230 million 
at t=0. This amount is divided into a € 200 million investment in tangible fixed as-
sets (TFA) and a € 30 million investment in working capital (WC). To finance the 
investment, € 150 million of debt is issued at t = 0. The maturity of the (bullet) loan 
is 4 years. The loan pays 8% interest (rD = 8%) at the end of each year. The market 
value of debt equals € 150 million at the beginning of each year. The residual of 
the initial investment (€ 230 million - € 150 million = € 80 million) is financed with 
equity. The corporate tax rate   is 40%. The forecasted profit- and loss accounts, 
balance sheets and cash flow statements of the project are reported in Table 1.
Table 1
Forecasted profit & loss accounts, balance sheets and cash flow statements
EBITDA is earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization; EBT is earnings before tax; 
WC is working capital; TFA is tangible fixed assets; Equity is common stock plus retained earnings. 
Given balance sheet and cash flow numbers are taken at the end of the year, except for Year 1 where 
numbers are given for the beginning of the year (Start Year 1) and the end of the year (Year 1). Note 
that an increase in excess cash has a negative sign in the cash flow statement.
Profit & loss account Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
EBITDA 200.0 250.0 280.0 240.0
Depreciation 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
EBIT 150.0 200.0 230.0 190.0
Interest 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
EBT 138.0 188.0 218.0 178.0
Tax 40% 55.2 75.2 87.2 71.2
Net profit 82.8 112.8 130.8 106.8
Balance sheet Start Year 1 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Assets
WC 30.0 40.0 60.0 70.0 0.0
Excess cash 122.8 265.6 436.4 513.2
TFA 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0
Depreciation 
cumulative
50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0
Book value TFA 200.0 150.0 100.0 50.0 0.0
Total 230.0 312.8 425.6 556.4 513.2
Liabilities
Equity 80.0 162.8 275.6 406.4 513.2
Debt 8% 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 0.0
Total 230.0 312.8 425.6 556.4 513.2Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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Note that dividends in the cash flow statements are set to zero. Actual dividends 
are probably higher than zero. The zeros could subsequently be interpreted as 
wrong and of influence on the outcome of the valuation. This —however— is not 
the case. The item dividend is —as well as the item excess cash in the balance 
sheets— ignored when we calculate the free cash flows needed for the valuations 
in The AVP and WACC methods. The value of a project is determined by the 
present value of free cash flows generated by the project. This free cash flow is not 
influenced by dividend policy. Whether the actual cash generated is invested in a 
zero NPV savings account and paid out later or paid out directly as dividend is irre-
levant for the valuation of the project. Of course, if one applies the ECF method, 
then the most convenient way to calculate the equity cash flow is to assume that 
the net cash generated is each year directly paid to the shareholders as dividend. It 
is of course possible to incorporate the ECFs (see CFE method) in the cash flow 
statement and the balance sheet. This would of course increase the ‘cash (out)flow 
financing’ item in the cash flow statements and would decrease ‘equity’ in the ba-
lance sheets. But it will not influence the outcomes of the valuations.5
Cash flow statement Start Year 1 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
EBIT 0.0 150.0 200.0 230.0 190.0
Depreciation 0.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
Operational cash flow 0.0 200.0 250.0 280.0 240.0
Investment in WC -30.0 -10.0 -20.0 -10.0 70.0
Investment in TFA -200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Interest -12.0 -12.0 -12.0 -12.0
Redemption 0.0 0.0 0.0 -150.0
Tax -55.2 -75.2 -87.2 -71.2
Dividend 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cash flow financing -67.2 -87.2 -99.2 -233.2
Issuance equity 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Issuance debt 150.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Excess cash -122.8 -142.8 -170.8 -76.8
Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5Note that we should not make the mistake by adding possible expected ‘returns’ from the excess amount of 
cash to the (EBIT and) operational cash flow. The project would then be overvalued. An example: assume the 
expected cash flow at t = 1 is 110 and the opportunity cost of capital is 10%. The present value of this cash flow 
at t = 0 then is 100. It is wrong to add to this 100 the present value of the expected return during period 2 (e.g. 
the present value of 10% of 110). If you want to include this extra revenue then you should discount the expected 
cash flow at t = 2; 121 / 1.12 = 100.Marc B.J. Schauten
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The APV, CFE and WACC methods
The APV method
According to the APV method, the value of the project at time t (VL,t = Et + Dt) 
equals the value of the project as if it was all-equity financed plus the present value 
of the tax shields at time t, PVTSt,:
                                   (1)
The project value assuming 100% equity financing at time t equals:
                                                   (2)
where cash flowi denotes the after-tax cash flow at time i and rU denotes the cost of 
capital as if the project was all-equity financed (= free cash flow).
The present value of the tax savings at time t is:
                                                                   (3)
where   denotes the corporate tax rate and rD equals the cost of debt.
The FCF equals the operational cash flow minus the investment in working capital 
and TFA minus taxes as if the project is 100% equity financed. For example, at the 
end of year 1 (t = 1) the FCF equals 200 – 10 – (40% x 150) = 130.
Table 2
Free cash flow of project X
  Start Year 1 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 Operational cash flow 0 200 250 280 240
 Tax as if 100% equity 0 -60 -80 -92 -76
 Investment in WC -30 -10 -20 -10 70
 Investment in TFA -200 0 0 0 0
 FCF -230 130 150 178 234Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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VU at t = 0 then equals:6
This way, we can determine VU at the beginning of each year. For example, VU at 
the beginning of year 4 equals:
Table 3 reports the values of project X at the beginning of the years 1-4, assuming 
that the project is all-equity financed.
Table 3
VU at the start of year t
The PVTS at the beginning of year 1 equals (see Equation 3):
The PVTS at t=0 is the present value of the tax shields due to debt financing in 
year 1-4. The interest payment at the end of each year is 12. Compared to all-equi-
ty financing, the tax payment is 0.4 x 12 (=  x interest) lower per year. Since the 
amount of debt is independent of the value of the project, the tax savings and the 
interest payments are assumed to have the same risk profile. Therefore, the present 
value of tax savings is calculated using the discount rate rD (= 8%).
This way, we can determine PVTS at the beginning of each year. For example, the 
PVTS at the beginning of year 4 equals:
6t = 0 denotes the beginning of period 1, t = 1 the beginning of period 2 etc.
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Vu start year t 535.7 459.3 355.2 212.7Marc B.J. Schauten
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Table 4 reports the values of project X at the beginning of the years 1-4.
Table 4
VU,t , PVTSt, VL,t at the start of each year
The total project value (VL = VU + PVTS) at the beginning of year 1 equals 551.6 
(=535.7 + 15.9). The market value of equity at the beginning of the first year equals 
551.6 minus the market value of debt: 551.6–150=401.6. The equity providers 
initially invested 80.0 (=230–150), while the market value equals 401.6. This 
gives a net present value (NPV) of the project for the equity holders of 401.6–
80.0=321.6.7
The CFE method
The market value of equity at the beginning of year 1-4 can also be determined by 
discounting the CFEs with rE as discount rate. The CFE in year t equals the opera-
tional cash flow minus the investment in working capital and TFA minus interest 
(and redemption) paid minus the actual corporate taxes paid, all in year t. Table 5 
reports the CFEs for year 1-4. For example, the CFE at the end of year 1 equals: 
200-10-12-55.2= 122.8. The CFE at the beginning of year 1 equals the deposit of € 
80 million to partially finance the investment expense of € 230 million at t=0. 
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 Vu at start year t 535.7 459.3 355.2 212.7
 PVTS at start year t 15.9 12.4 8.6 4.4
 VL at start year t 551.6 471.6 363.8 217.2
 Value D at start year t 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0
 Value E at start year t 401.6 321.6 213.8 67.2
7Obviously, the NPV for the debt holders is equal to zero. The market value of the loan at the beginning of year 
1 equals the amount supplied by the providers of debt at t=0 (€ 150 million).Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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Table 5
CFEs at the end of year 1-4
RE is determined by the business risk of the project and the financial risk due to 
debt financing. As mentioned before, the business risk determines RU and equals 
10% in the year 1-4. Financial risk for the equity holders is determined by the 
relative amount of debt. The leverage varies over the lifetime of the project; see 
Table 4. For example, the D/E ratio is 37% (=150/401.6) at the beginning of year 
1 and 223% (= 150 / 67.2) at the beginning of year 4. Because the financial risk 
is fluctuating, rE is fluctuating as well. Following Inselbag and Kaufold (1997) we 
derive an ‘adjusted proposition II’ for rE. Let’s start with the basic balance sheet 
identity. The total value of project X at time t equals:
                                                   Dt + Et = Vu,t + PVTSt              (4)
The value increase required by the equity- and debt holders over period t (for 
example from t = 0 to t = 1) equals Dt(rD)+ Et(rE,t). This value increase equals 
Vu,t(ru)+PVTSt(rD). Vu yields a return equal to rU and, as the PVTS faces the same 
risk as the debt, the PVTS yields a return equal to rD:
                               Dt(rD)+ Et(rE,t) = Vu,t(ru) + PVTSt(rD)                         (5)
From (5) it follows, after rearranging, that8:
                                                                     (6)
Equation (6) reflects the general formula for the required return on equity under the 
assumption that the discount rate for the tax shields is equal to rD. Only if the PVTS 
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 Operational cash flow 200.0 250.0 280.0 240.0
 Investment in WC -10.0 -20.0 -10.0 70.0
 Investment in TFA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 Interest and redemption -12.0 -12.0 -12.0 -162.0
 Tax -55.2 -75.2 -87.2 -71.2
 CFE 122.8 142.8 170.8 76.8
8See appendix AI.Marc B.J. Schauten
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of a project is equal to   x Dt=0 equation (6) can be rewritten as proposition II of 
MM (MMII).9 For project X, using equation (6) rE,t can be calculated for the years 
1 to 4. This requires entering the computed values resulting from the APV-method 
(see Table 4) in (6). For year 1, this yields a required rate of return on equity of:
Table 6 reports the rEs for year 1-4. We notice an increase in RE from 10.668% in 
year 1 to 14.334% in year 4. The required return increases, because of an increase 
in the ratio (D – PVTS) / (E).
Table 6
Required return on equity in year 1-4
Naturally, RE in year t equals the CFEt (see Table 5) plus the value change of equity 
in year t, divided by the market value of equity at t-1 (see Table 4). For example, 
RE,1 equals [122.8 + (321.6 - 401.6)] / 401.6 = 10.668% and rE,4 equals [76.8 + (67.2 
- 213.8)] / 213.8 = 14.334%.
The value of equity at the beginning of year 1 is the present value of the expected 
ECFs:    
           
                          (7)
If we insert in the numbers from Table 5 and Table 6 we find:
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 RE,t 0.10668  0.10856  0.11323  0.14334 
 1 + RE,t 1.10668  1.10856  1.11323  1.14334 
   (1+ R RE,t) 1.10668  1.22682  1.36573  1.56150 
9In their derivation MM assume equal interest payments per year. The annual tax shields are therefore the same 
every year:   x rD x D. The PVTS at t=0 then equals (  x rD x D) / rD =   x D. The general formula for rE 
is derived in Appendix C.Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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And the value of equity at the beginning of, for example, year 4 equals:
The computed equity values match the values resulting from the APV-method (see 
Table 4). However, this would not have been the case if we would have used MM 
II instead of Equation 6.10
The WACC method
We can identify two versions of the WACC method. The first version calculates 
the after-tax WACC.11 This version is most commonly used. The second version 
uses the before-tax WACC.
Version 1. The project value can be determined by discounting the expected FCFs 
with the WACCafter taxes. The market value of equity at time t then equals the project 
value at time t minus the debt value at time t. The tax advantage from debt finan-
cing is expressed in the discount rate. The WACC for period t equals the weighted 
average of rD,t after taxes and rE,t:
                                                            (8)
Using the outcomes from the APV-approach, the WACC can easily be determined. 
Table 7 reports the market values of equity and debt and the accompanying requi-
red returns per year.
10If we would use the values obtained from the APV method (Table 4) to determine re in the years 1 to 4 according 
to MM II, we would find the following required returns for these years: 10.45%, 10.56%, 10.84% and 12.68%. 
If the CFEs in the years 1 to 4 (Table 5) would be discounted at these rates, the equity value at the beginning of 
year 1 would be 404.674 instead of 401.606.
11This method is also known as the ‘textbook WACC’.Marc B.J. Schauten
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Table 7
Required return on debt and equity, project value, market value
of debt and equity, and  the WACC for year 1-4 according to version 1
The WACC for year 1 then equals:
And the WACC for year 4, for example, equals:
The value of the project (E + D) at the beginning of year 1 equals:
                                                                                                                    (9)
If we insert the numbers from Table 2 and Table 7 we find:
The value of the project at, for example, the beginning of year 4 equals:
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 RD,t 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800
 RE,t 0.1067 0.1086 0.1132 0.1433
 VL at start year t 551.61 471.65 363.77 217.17
 Value D at start year t 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
 Value E at start year t 401.61 321.65 213.77 67.17
 WACCt 0.0907 0.0893 0.0863 0.0775
   (1+WACCt) 1.0907 1.1881 1.2907 1.3907Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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The computed project values match the computed values resulting from the APV- 
and the CFE-method.12 
As an alternative to the WACCafter taxes the WACCbefore taxes (or WACCCFC) can be 
employed (see Ruback, 2002). Here we can assume that the tax savings are dis-
counted at rD, as we did before. In applications this can be simplified by assuming 
that the tax savings are discounted at ru. Version 2a elaborates on the first situation 
and version 2b elaborates on the second.13
 
Version 2a. According to version 2a, the project value is calculated by discount-
ing the free cash flow to equity (CFE) and the net cash flow to debt14 (CFD) at the 
WACCbefore taxes. The difference with respect to version 1 is that the tax advantage is 
expressed in a higher cash flow instead of a lower discount rate;15 the sum of CFE 
and CFD  —Cash Flow to Capital (CFC)— is higher than FCF. For example, the 
CFC in year 1 equals 122.8+12=134.8 and in year 4: 76.8+12+150=238.8, whereas 
the FCF in year 1 is 130 and 234 in year 4. Table 8 reports the CFC in year 1-4. Table 8 reports the CFC in year 1-4.
Table 8
CFE, CFD and CFC at the end of Year 1-4
The WACC in period t equals the weighted average of rDt before taxes and rE,t:
                                                                          (10)
12For the years 1 to 4, WACC according to MMII amounts to, respectively, 8.91%, 8.73%, 8.35% and 7.24%. 
Here the computed APV-values (Table 4) are used to determine the required returns. This way, the total project 
value at t = 0 equals 554,830 instead of 551,606. The equity value at t=0 equals 404,830 (554,830 – 150) instead 
of 401,606.
13A general formula for WACCCFC can be derived by taking the weighted average of equation (C1) from Appendix 
C and rD with the proportions equity to total value and debt to total value as weighting factors. The final result 
is: WACCCFC = rU - (rU - rTS)(PVTS/VL).
14Interest payments plus redemption minus newly issued debt.
15Now the actual taxes are deduced instead of the taxes assuming all-equity financing. 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
CFE 122.8 142.8 170.8 76.8
CFD 12.0 12.0 12.0 162.0
CFC 134.8 154.8 182.8 238.8Marc B.J. Schauten
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This gives a WACC in year 1 of:
And this gives a WACC in, for example, year 4 of: 
Table 9 reports all WACC resulting from version 2a. These WACCs are higher 
than the WACCs under version 1, see Table 7.
Table 9
WACC for Year 1-4 according to version 2a
Project value (E + D) at the beginning of year 1 equals:
Project value at, for example, the beginning of year 4 equals:
For valuations in practice, version 1 and 2a are not very useful. After all, the mar-
ket values of equity, debt and rE are required in order to calculate the WACC (after 
tax as well as before tax).
 
Version 2b. Following Ruback (2002), we can also use rU instead of rD as discount 
rate for the tax shield. This gives version 2 direct application possibilities, since 
calculating the PVTS by discounting the tax shield at rU has the following effect 
on equation (5):
                                      Dt(rD)+Et(rE,t) = Vu,t(rU) + PVTSt(rU)          (5’)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 WACCt 0.0994 0.0995 0.0995 0.0996
  (1+WACCt) 1.0994 1.2088 1.3291 1.4615Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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The value increase required by the equity and debt holders over period t equals the 
weighted average returns of VU and the PVTS. As Vu and the PVTS yield the same 
return, the WACCbefore tax is independent of the PVTS/VU –ratio and is independent 
of the leverage ratio. After all, the amount of debt is one of the determinants of 
the PVTS. In other words, the WACCbefore taxes is every year equal to ru and does not 
depend on the capital structure.
If the CFCs (see Table 8) are discounted at the WACCbefore taxes (=10%), we ob-
tain a market value of 550.92 at t=0. The market value of equity then is 550.92–
150=400.92. The project values are reported in Table 10. Naturally, by applying 
the APV-method and the CFE-method, the same values are obtained. By applying 
the APV-method, we now use rU as discount rate for the tax shield. By applying the 
CFE-method, the CFEs (see Table 8) are discounted at an adjusted rE.16  It catches 
the eye that the market values turn out a little lower than they did in Table 7. This 
is not surprising as rU (being the discount rate for the tax shield) is higher than rD.
Table 10
Required return on debt and equity, project value, market value
of debt and equity, and the WACC for Year 1-4 according to version 2b
Summarizing, it can be stated that the WACCbefore taxes can be directly used to de-
termine the value of the project as long as the discount rate for the tax shields is 
equal to rU. However, if rD is used as discount rate for the calculation of the PVTS, 
applying the WACC-method would be tedious, as for both the WACC version 
the results of an APV calculation are required. So, if rD is the discount rate for the 
PVTS, using the WACC-method is not very likely.17
16It follows from (5’), after substituting VL – PVTS for VU and rearranging, that:                                    .  
See Appendix B.
17The cash flow to capital (CFC) method as proposed by Ruback (2002) cannot be applied directly when a target 
capital structure is pursued. The WACCbefore taxes indeed equals rU, but the CFCs cannot be determined directly. 
Namely, the yearly CFC partially depends on the amount of D. When a target capital structure is pursued the 
amount of D is a percentage of the unknown total project value at the beginning of each year. 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
 RD,t 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800
 RE,t 0.1075 0.1093 0.1140 0.1447
 VL at start year t 550.92 471.22 363.54 217.09
 Value D at start year t 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
 Value E at start year t 400.92 321.22 213.54 67.09
 WACCt 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
   (1+WACCt) 1.1000 1.2100 1.3310 1.4641Marc B.J. Schauten
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The relation between the valuation of tax shields and the cost of equity
The required return on equity of a particular project (or firm) is among other things 
based on the chosen discount rate for the expected tax shields (rTS) from interest bea-
ring debt and the present value of the tax shields in relation to the unlevered value 
of the project.18 As long as the discount rate for the tax shields is lower than rU, the 
relation between the required return on equity and the ratio PVTS to VU is —ceteris 
paribus— negative. And if the discount rate is equal to rU, there is no relation. The 
explanation for this is simple. The total cost of capital, i.e. the weighted average of rE 
and rD, is determined by the risk of the assets. As long as the level of risk of the PVTS 
is lower than the risk of VU, the total risk of the assets reduces with PVTS. And if the 
level of risk of the PVTS is the same as the risk of VU, the ratio PVTS to VU is of no 
influence on the total risk of the assets and neither on rE.
What can we say about the discount rate of the tax shields and the size of the 
PVTS? Miller and Modigliani (1963) assume that the risk free interest rate is the 
correct discount rate. And given non growing perpetual cash flows, the PVTS is 
equal to corporate tax rate times the amount of interest bearing debt.19 The relation 
between the cost of equity and leverage is then correctly reflected by (MM II). If 
the amount of debt is a growing perpetual with a constant growth rate g, then the 
PVTS as a percentage of the value of the project depends on g. And as long as the 
discount rate of the tax shields is lower than rU, the required return on equity is ne-
gatively related to growth. The cost of equity decreases with the growth rate since 
the influence of growth on the PVTS is stronger than it is on Vu. If we assume that 
the discount rate of the PVTS is rU, g is again irrevelevant for rE. See Ehrhart and 
Daves (2002) for an overview of relations between the cost of capital and g.
If cash flows are not (growing) perpetuals, and if the discount rate for the tax 
shields is not equal to rU, we need to know the level of risk (rTS) and the PVTS in 
relation to firm value in order to determine rE. (See Appendix C for a derivation of 
the general formula for rE). The academic literature so far isn’t unambiguous in its 
choice of the discount rate for the tax shields —and as a result of that it is unambig-
uous about the cost of equity and the WACC as well. In literature a distinction is 
18Of course the return on equity is also positively influenced by the financial risk due to leverage. The higher the 
ratio D/E, the higher rE.
19If debt is not riskless we replace the riskless rate by the cost of debt.Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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often made between a fixed debt policy (the levels of debt are predetermined) and 
a situation where the level of debt is defined as a percentage of firm value. Analyz-
ing the case of a fixed debt policy, Myers (1974) states that tax shields should be 
discounted at rD, the debt holders’ required rate of return. Luehrman (1997) also 
underwrites this discount rate. Harris and Pringle (1985), Ruback (2002), Kaplan 
and Ruback (1995), Brealey et al. (2008) and Berk and DeMarzo (2011) state that 
rU is the appropriate discount rate for tax shields if firms follow a target debt ratio. 
They reason by saying that the systematic risk of the PVTS equals that of the op-
erational activities of the firm/the project. Miles and Ezzel (1980) and Lewellen 
and Emery (1986) state that, when the companies follow a target debt ratio, rD is 
the appropriate discount rate in the year in which the debt level is fixed, and rU in 
all other years.
The PVTS could also be determined by taking the difference between the present 
value of the taxes paid by an unlevered firm (Gu) and an identical levered firm (Gl). 
Figure 1 depicts the total value of an unlevered and a levered firm (see Fernan-
dez, 2004).20 The focus then shifts to the appropriate discount rates for Gu and Gl 
respectively.21 
We acknowledge that the choice of a correct discount rate for the tax shield still is 
a open issue. For now —following Brealey et al. (2008) and Berk and DeMarzo 
(2011)— we share the opinion that rD is the correct discount rate when following 
a fixed debt policy, where the debt level is predetermined at the beginning of each 
year. The risk of the tax shield depends directly on the debt risk. This assumption is 
applied in the valuation of Project X as well (see The APV, CFE and WACC me-
thods). The level of debt is predetermined as are the expected tax savings due to debt. 
However, if a target debt ratio is pursued, we recommend using rU as the appropriate 
20Although Fernández’s derivations leading to his final results are disputable, his conclusion that the present value 
of tax shields (PVTS) is equal to the difference between the present value of expected taxes paid by the unlevered 
firm (Gu) and the present value of expected taxes paid by the levered firm (Gl) is valid. For a discussion of the 
validity of the final results of Fernández (2004), see Fieten et al. (2005), Fernández (2005), Arzac and Glosten 
(2005) and Cooper and Nyborg (2006). According to Fernández (2004), the PVTS for non-growing perpetuities 
is equal to  D, where   is the tax rate and D is the market value of debt. PVTS for constant growth firms would 
be  Dru/(ru-g), where ru is the required return to unlevered equity and g is the constant growth rate.
21See Schauten & Tans (2009) for a derivation of the cost of tax for the government. Note: the higher the leverage, 
the lower Gl, the higher Gu - Gl (= PVTS).Marc B.J. Schauten
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discount rate for the tax shield.22 Although Miles and Ezzel’s (1980) method is more 
elegant, the differences in valuation are often minimal in practice.23
Figure 1
Pre-tax value of the firm
Summary
By use of an example, we have shown in this paper that applying proposition II of 
MM (1963) can lead to incorrect values for projects with a finite life. The methods 
presented —the APV-method, the CFE-method and the WACC-method— then 
give different values for project X. When applying the CFE and WACC valuation 
methods, the cost of equity has to be determined correctly. If rD is the discount rate 
for the tax shields, the equity holders’ required return equals: 
22The WACCafter taxes then equals:                                                  (see Appendix B). If, at the beginning of each year, 
the project is 40% debt financed, the project value at t=0 equals 552,48. The amount of debt at t = 0 then equals 
220,99 (40% of 552,48). The WACCbefore taxes is not directly applicable, because the CFCs cannot be determined 
directly.
23The WACCafter taxes then equals:                                                                . If at the beginning of each year, the 
project is 40% debt financed, the project value at t=0 equals 552.79. The amount of debt at t=0 then equals 221.12 
(40% of 552.79). Note: if the firm follows a target debt ratio of 40% and rD is used as the discount rate for the tax 
shield, the textbook WACC (see Appendix A) cannot be employed because for this project the PVTS at t=0 is 
not   times the amount of D at t=0. If, anyhow, one wants to value the project using rD as the discount rate, one 
should derive a WACC for each year using equation (6). If the project is 40% debt financed at the beginning of 
each year, the total project value equals € 553,13 at t = 0. This value is higher than Miles and Ezzell's since the 
discount rate is set to rD for all years (which is lower than rU)Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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and does not equal proposition II of MM:
This MM relation is based on the assumption that the value of tax savings at t=0 
equals the tax rate times the amount of debt. This does not hold for project X, as a 
result of which MM II is not applicable.
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Appendix A
A  derivation  for  rE  with  rD  as  the  appropriate  discount  rate  for  the  tax 
shields
The required return by the equity and debt providers has to be equal to the return 
generated by the firm’s (or the project’s) assets:
Substitute VU,t = Et+Dt - PVTSt
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                (A1) or (6)
When PVTSt equals  D, (A1) can be written as:
                             (MM II)
This equation is consistent with proposition II of Miller and Modigliani (1963).
When inserting this ‘MM-equation’ in the equation that computes the WACC by 
taking the weighted average of rD after taxes and rE we find:
This is the textbook WACC (after taxes).Marc B.J. Schauten
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Appendix B
A  derivation  for  rE  with  rU  as  the  appropriate  discount  rate  for  the  tax 
shields
The required return by the equity and debt providers has to be equal to the return 
generated by the firm’s (or the project’s) assets:
Substitute VU,t = Et+Dt - PVTSt
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                (B1)
Note that this equation is consistent with proposition II of Miller and Modigliani 
(1958) in a perfect capital market.
When substituting this equation in the equation that computes the WACC by ta-
king the weighted average of rD after taxes and rE we find: Three discount methods for valuing projects and the required return on equity
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Appendix C 
A  derivation  for  rE  with  rTS  as  the  appropriate  discount  rate  for  the  tax 
shields
The required return by the equity and debt providers has to be equal to the return 
generated by the firm’s (or the project’s) assets:
Substitute VU,t = Et+Dt - PVTSt
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                  ⇒
                    (C1)
If rTS is equal to rD then equation (C1) can be written as equation (A1): 
If rTS is equal to rU then equation (C1) can be written as equation (B2).